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Abstract—The Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm is a swarm intelligence approach which has initially 

been proposed to solve optimization of mathematical test functions with a unique neighbourhood search 

mechanism. However, this neighbourhood search mechanism could not be directly applied to combinatorial 

discrete optimization problems. The employed and onlooker bees need to be equipped with problem-specific 

perturbative heuristics in order to tackle combinatorial discrete optimization problems. However, there is a 

large variety of available problem-specific heuristics.  In this paper, a hyper-heuristic method, namely a 

Modified Choice Function (MCF), is applied such that it can regulate the selection of the neighbourhood 

search heuristics adopted by the employed and onlooker bees automatically. The proposed MCF-based 

ABC model is implemented using the Hyper-heuristic Flexible Framework (HyFlex). To demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed model, ten Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) instances available in HyFlex 

have been evaluated. The empirical results show that the proposed model is able to statistically outperform 

four out of five ABC variants throughout the optimization process. 

Keywords: hyper-heuristic; choice function; neighbourhood search heuristics; low level heuristics 

I. Introduction 

 A computational optimization methodology involves finding feasible solutions from a finite set of solutions that exist in the 

search space, and then identifying only the optimal solution(s). A sub-class of the computational optimization methodology is 

known as swarm intelligence metaheuristic [1]. Swarm intelligence algorithms are based on the emergent collective behaviours 

of a population of interacting individuals in adapting to the local and/or global environments.  In recent years, another sub-class 

of the computational optimization methodology which operates search on the heuristic search space instead of directly on the 

solution search space has appeared in the literature [2], which is known as hyper-heuristics. Swarm intelligence algorithms and 

hyper-heuristics are commonly studied by researchers to solve various combinatorial optimization problems.   

 The Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (ABC) algorithm is one of the bee-inspired optimization models in swarm 

intelligence.  Proposed by Karaboga [3], it is inspired by the foraging behavior of honey bees in a colony.  In the ABC 

algorithm, a food source represents a possible solution to the optimization problem in the search space, and the nectar amount 
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of the food source represents the fitness of that solution.  The ABC algorithm defines three types of bees, which are the 

employed bees, onlooker bees, and scout bees. An employed bee looks for new food sources around the neighbourhood of the 

food source that it has previously visited. An onlooker bee observes dances and selects a food source to visit. It tends to select 

good food sources from those found by the employed bees. A scout bee searches for new food sources randomly. The 

mechanism of the ABC algorithm is as follows. The employed bees first perform a neighbourhood search nearby the food 

source in their memory (i.e. solution).  Then, they go back to the hive and perform dances. The dances inform the onlooker bees 

about the fitness of each solution. Each onlooker bee observes and selects a food source to perform another neighbourhood 

search based on a probability proportional to the food source fitness (i.e. a roulette wheel selection). The onlooker bees tend to 

select good food sources from those found by the employed bees. The employed and onlooker bees perform neighbourhood 

search by perturbating an existing solution to produce a new solution. A greedy approach is applied to decide whether to accept 

the newly perturbated solution. If a solution could not be improved after a pre-determined number of iterations (denoted as 

limit), it is abandoned. The employed bee associated to that non-improving solution (i.e. local optimum) is abandoned, and it 

becomes a scout bee. The scout bee explores the search space and looks for a new solution at random. 

 This ABC algorithm has been used to solve optimization of mathematical test functions [3]. Promising results have been 

reported by using a number of ABC variants [4-6]. To find the optimum solution of the mathematical test functions, the 

neighbourhood search performed by the employed and onlooker bees is formulated as follows (Eq. (1)): 

vij = xij + ϕ (xij - xkj)  (1) 

where xi is the solution associated to the i-th employed bee, xij is j-th element (i.e. dimension) of solution xi, vi is the new 

solution produced based on xi, vij is j-th element of solution vi, j is a random integer between 1 and Dim (the dimensionality of 

the problem), ϕ is a random real number between -1 and 1, and k is a random integer between 1 and n (the number of employed 

bees). 

 In recent years, the ABC algorithm has been modified to solve combinatorial discrete optimization problems such as the 

Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [7]. However, Eq. (1) cannot be directly applied when solving this set of problems. The 

employed and onlooker bees are prescribed with a perturbative heuristic (or a set of perturbative heuristics) to generate new 

solutions. These heuristics are problem-specific, for instance, the neighbourhood search heuristics for TSP include insertion 

mutation, swap mutation, random 2-opt, etc. In view of the availability of a large variety of problem-specific heuristics, the key 

question concerning the selection of a particular heuristic has been posed in the literature in recent years. This leads to the 

studies on hyper-heuristics. 

 A hyper-heuristic is a high-level automated methodology for selecting or generating a set of heuristics [2]. The term “hyper-

heuristic” was coined by Denzinger, et al. [8]. There are two main hyper-heuristic categories, i.e. selection hyper-heuristic and 

generation hyper-heuristic [9].  These two categories can be defined as ‘heuristics to select heuristics’ and ‘heuristics to 

generate heuristics’, respectively [2]. Both selection and generation hyper-heuristics can be further divided into two categories 

based on the nature of the heuristics to be selected or generated [9], namely either constructive or perturbative hyper-heuristics. 

A constructive hyper-heuristic incrementally builds a complete solution from scratch. On the other hand, a perturbative hyper-

heuristic iteratively improves an existing solution by performing its perturbative mechanisms. The heuristics to be selected or 

generated in a hyper-heuristic model are known as the low-level heuristics (LLHs). 

 A typical selection hyper-heuristic model consists of two levels [2]. The low level contains a problem representation, 

evaluation function(s), and a set of problem specific LLHs. The high level manages which LLH to use for producing a new 

solution(s), and then decides whether to accept the solution(s). Therefore, the high-level heuristic performs two separate tasks 

i.e. (i) LLH selection and (ii) move acceptance [10]. The LLH selection method is a strategy to select an appropriate LLH from 

a set of available alternatives during the search process. The available LLH selection methods include simple random [11, 12], 

choice function [13-15], tabu search [16, 17], harmony search [18], and a set of reinforcement learning variants [19-21]. The 

move acceptance method decides whether to accept the new solution generated by the selected LLH. Examples of move 

acceptance methods include Only Improvement (OI) [22], All Moves (AM) [14, 15], Simulated Annealing (SA) [19, 23], Late 

Acceptance (LA) [12], and some variants of threshold-based acceptance. 

 There is a software framework for the development of selection hyper-heuristics namely HyFlex [24]. HyFlex is 

implemented using Java programming language. It provides domain-specific low-level components such as representations of 

the problems, evaluation functions, and sets of problem specific LLHs for six different combinatorial optimization problems, i.e. 

Boolean Satisfiability Problem, One-dimensional Bin-Packing Problem, Permutation Flow Shop Problem, Personnel 

Scheduling Problem, TSP and Vehicle Routing Problems. HyFlex does not provide access to the domain-specific components. 

In other words, a user who implements a hyper-heuristic using HyFlex is not able to modify the domain-specific low-level 

components, e.g. add new LLH(s), change the evaluation functions, etc. The HyFlex features a common software interface for a 

fair performance comparison among multiple hyper-heuristic algorithms over multiple problem domains. The provided LLHs 

by HyFlex can be distinguished into four categories i.e. ruin-recreate heuristics, mutation heuristics, crossover heuristics and 

hill-climbing heuristics. HyFlex has been applied to support the cross-domain heuristic search challenge (CHeSC) [25]. There 

is another relatively new hyper-heuristics development framework named Hyperlab [26]. Although Hyperlab has less heuristics 

for each of the problems as compared to HyFlex, it is equipped with some addition features i.e. capability to add candidate 
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heuristics, instance readers for common instance files, libraries for hyper-heuristics development and libraries for comparison 

among multiple hyper-heuristics. 

 In this article, a parameter-free LLH selection method which is based on a choice function, namely the Modified Choice 

Function (MCF) [14], is integrated with the ABC algorithm. Specifically, MCF is used to select the neighbourhood search 

heuristic deployed by the employed and onlooker bees during the optimization process. The proposed MCF-based ABC model 

is denoted as MCF-ABC. MCF-ABC is implemented using the HyFlex [24]. To the best of our knowledge, bee-inspired 

algorithms integrated with a hyper-heuristic approach which is implemented the HyFlex platform is new in the literature. The 

proposed model is tested using ten benchmark TSP instances provided in HyFlex. The result shows that MCF-ABC 

significantly outperforms most ABC variants with single LLH as its neighbourhood search heuristic throughout the 

optimization process. 

II. Related Work 

 This section describes the related work of the study. It focuses on the application of the ABC algorithm to solve TSP and 

hyper-heuristics based on a choice function. 

A. Application of the ABC Algorithm to TSP 

 TSP is one of the combinatorial optimization problems that has attracted great research attention. This section presents a 

brief description about TSP and some related studies about the application of the ABC algorithm to TSP. The neighbourhood 

search heuristics used by these algorithms are highlighted. 

 TSP is an NP-hard discrete combinatorial optimization problem [27]. When solving a TSP, the aim is to look for the 

shortest Hamiltonian path, which is the route that leads a person to visit each location once and only once and to return to the 

starting location with the minimum total distance [28]. Suppose that the cities are located in some geometric region that the 

distances between two cities obey the usual axioms of a distance function for a metric space. TSP can be modelled as an 

undirected weighted graph. Let G = (V, E) be a directed or undirected weighted complete graph, where V is a set of n cities (V = 

{v1,v2, . . . ,vn}) and E is a set of edges (E = {(r, s) : r, s ∈ V }). E is usually associated with a distance matrix, D = {dr,s} where 

dr,s refers to the distance between city r and city s. Let ∏ represents all possible permutations of set V. A solution of a TSP is to 

determine a permutation π ∈ ∏, which has the minimum total round trip distance, as shown in Eq. (2), where π(i) ∈ V indicates 

the i-th element in π. 

C𝑇𝑆𝑃(π ∈ ∏) = ∑ [𝑑π(i),π(i+1)] + 𝑑π(n),π(1)
𝑛−1
𝑖=1   (2) 

 Banharnsakun, et al. [29] extended the ABC algorithm with a Greedy Subtour Crossover (GSX) heuristic [30] to solve TSP, 

which is denoted as ABC-GSX. Specifically, GSX is adopted as the neighbourhood search heuristic. In ABC-GSX, the new 

solutions generated during the neighbourhood search are further improved by using the 2-opt local search heuristic. 

Banharnsakun, et al. [29] stated that GSX improves the exploitation process of the ABC algorithm. Karaboga and Gorkemli 

[31] proposed a combinatorial ABC algorithm to solve TSP. A Greedy Sub-tour Mutation (GSTM) heuristic serves as the 

neighbourhood search heuristic of the employed and onlooker bees. The resulting algorithm is denoted as ABC-GSTM. The 

GSTM heuristic was proposed by Albayrak and Allahverdi [32] as an operator in the Genetic Algorithm (GA). In the 

experiments of Karaboga and Gorkemli [31], ABC-GSTM outperforms eight GA variants with different mutation operators. Li, 

et al. [33] applied an inner-over operator [34] as the neighbourhood search heuristic in ABC. The inner-over operator is a 

modified version of the inversion mutation. However, the selection of a sub-sequence to be inverted is related to the population, 

therefore the operator has some features of the crossover heuristic. The ABC algorithm with inner-over operator outperforms 

another bee-inspired model, namely Bee Colony Optimization [35]. Kıran, et al. [36] analyzed the effect of integrating single 

and multiple neighbourhood search heuristic(s) in a discrete ABC model. The heuristics include Random Swap (RS), Random 

Insertion (RI), Random Swap of Subsequences (RSS), Random Insertion of Subsequence (RIS), Random Reversing of 

Subsequence (RRS), Random Reversing Swap of Subsequences (RRSS), and Random Reversing Insertion of Subsequence 

(RRIS). The experiments conducted in [33] can be divided into two categories. The first category consists of seven ABC 

models which employs a single neighbourhood search heuristic. The second category consists of two ABC models which 

employ multiple neighbourhood search heuristics (i.e. [RS, RSS, RRSS] and [RI, RIS, RRIS]). When multiple neighbourhood 

search heuristics are employed, a random selection strategy is applied.  The empirical results show that the model with multiple 

neighbourhood search heuristics (i.e. [RI, RIS, RRIS]) has a better performance on the TSP instances with the number of cities 

ranging between 30 and 101. The model with RRS as the only neighbourhood search heuristic performs better in two TSP 

instances with 225 and 280 cities, respectively.  

 Based on the literatures reviewed in this section, the ABC model can be integrated with a single or multiple neighbourhood 

search heuristic(s). This article proposes a new ABC model with multiple neighbourhood search heuristics.  Specifically, we 

use the MCF to guide the selection of the neighbourhood search heuristics (i.e. LLHs) in the proposed ABC-MCF model. 
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B. Modified Choice Function 

 Cowling, et al. [13] proposed a hyper-heuristic based on a choice function. It is a score-based approach which measures the 

score of each LLH based on its previous performance.  The score of each LLH is composed by three different measurements, 

i.e. f1, f2, and f3. The first measurement, f1, represents the recent performance of each LLH (see Eq. (3)) where hj denotes the j-th 

LLH, In(hj) denotes the fitness difference between the newly proposed solution by hj and the current solution, Tn(hj) denotes the 

amount of time taken to propose the new solution, α∈(0,1) is a parameter which prioritizes the influence of the recent 

performance. 

𝑓1(ℎ𝑗) = ∑ 𝛼𝑛−1 𝐼𝑛(ℎ𝑗)

𝑇𝑛(ℎ𝑗)𝑛   (3) 

 The second measurement, f2, reflects the dependencies between a consecutive pair of LLHs (see Eq. (4)) where In(hk,hj) 

denotes the fitness difference between the newly proposed solution and the current solution, Tn(hk,hj) denotes the amount of 

time taken to propose the new solution when hj is executed right after hk, β∈(0,1) is a parameter which prioritizes the recent 

performance. Both f1 and f2 are the intensification component of the choice function. They encourage the selection of high 

performance LLHs. 

𝑓2(ℎ𝑘, ℎ𝑗) = ∑ 𝛽𝑛−1 𝐼𝑛(ℎ𝑘,ℎ𝑗)

𝑇𝑛(ℎ𝑘,ℎ𝑗)𝑛   
(4) 

 The third measurement, f3, records the elapsed time since the last execution of a particular LLH (see Eq. (5)) where τ(hj) 

denotes the elapsed time (in seconds) since the last execution of hj. Note that f3 acts as a diversification component in the choice 

function. It prioritizes those LLHs that have not been used for a long time. 

f3(hj) = τ(hj) (5) 

 The score of each LLH is computed as a weighted sum of the three measurements, f1, f2, and f3, as shown in Eq. (6) where α, 

β and δ are the respective weight of f1, f2, and f3. In the initial model [13], these parameters were statically fixed. Promising 

results have been reported when the proposed choice function (i.e. Eq. (6)) is paired with AM as its move acceptance method. 

F(hj) = αf1(hj) + βf2(hk, hj) + δf3(hj) (6) 

 The parameters in [13] need to be tuned and pre-determined. In order to have a more effective version of the hyper-

heuristic, the parameters can be dynamically controlled during execution, as shown in  [37]. The values of α and β increases 

when the selected LLH is able to improve the solution. The growth is proportional to the magnitude of improvement over the 

previous solution. On the other hand, if the selected LLH performs a non-improving move, α and β are decreased 

proportionally to the fitness difference. This strategy is shown to be improving the model proposed in [13].  

 However, Drake, et al. [14] stated some limitations of the strategy in [37]. Firstly, rewarding/penalizing the LLH 

proportionally to the fitness difference over the previous solution is arguable. During the early stages of optimization, it is 

easier for a relatively weaker heuristic to obtain a great improvement from a poor starting solution, and a greater reward is 

assigned to this weaker heuristic. On the other hand, the improvement made in the later stages of optimization is minor (due to 

convergence to an optimum solution, either local or global), and a lower reward is assigned.  However, the improvement made 

in the later stages is more significant than the improvement made in the early stages, therefore this rewarding scheme might be 

misleading. Besides that, if no solution can achieve improvement for a number of iterations, this LLH selection method can 

descend into random selection due to the low α and β settings (i.e. the diversification component, f3, dominates the score). 

Targeted at these limitations, Drake, et al. [14] proposed a variants of choice function, namely MCF, to manage its parameters. 

In MCF, α and β are combined as a single parameter, µ. The score, F, is computed as follows (Eq. (7)): 

Ft(hj) = µt[f1(hj) + f2(hk, hj)] + δtf3(hj) (7) 

 If the selected LLH yields an improvement, intensification is prioritized by setting µ to a static maximum value close to 

one, at the same time δ is reduced to a static minimum value close to zero. When the selected LLH fails to improve the 

solution, µ is penalized linearly with a lower bound of 0.01, while δ grows at the same rate. This prevents the intensification 

components (i.e. f1 and f2) from losing their influence too quickly. Specifically, µ and δ are computed as follows: 

𝜇𝑡(ℎ𝑗) = {
0.99, 𝑑 > 0

max [0.01, 𝜇𝑡−1(ℎ𝑗) − 0.01], 𝑑 ≤ 0
  

(8) 

δt(hj) = 1 - 𝜇𝑡(ℎ𝑗) (9) 

where d denotes the fitness difference between the newly proposed solution and the previous solution. µ and δ is updated after 

every LLH execution. 
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 In the subsequent section, the proposed model which integrates the MCF in the ABC algorithm is presented. The main 

function of MCF is to help the employed and onlooker bees to select an appropriate neighbourhood search heuristic (i.e. LLH).  

III. The Proposed Method 

 The pseudo code of the proposed MCF-ABC model is shown in Algorithm I. MCF-ABC is divided into three phases, i.e. 

the employed bee phase, onlooker bee phase, and scout bee phase. The proposed MCF-ABC model is a bee algorithm with 

multiple neighbourhood search heuristics (i.e. LLHs). Five mutational LLHs available in HyFlex for TSP are integrated, 

namely Random Insertion, Random Swap, Shuffle, Shuffle Subsequence, and Random 2-opt Move. In order for an employed 

bee or an onlooker bee to select an appropriate LLH, it is aided by MCF as explained in Section II. The details of the five LLHs 

are as follows: 

 Random Insertion (RI): Randomly pick a city from a solution, remove it from the solution, and reinsert it to a random 
position of the solution. 

 Random Swap (RS): Swap the position of two randomly selected cities in a solution. 

 Shuffle (S): Re-order all the cities at random. 

 Shuffle Subsequence (SS): Re-order a randomly selected subsequence of cities at random. 

 Random 2-opt Move (R2opt): Break two randomly selected arcs and reconnect them in another possible way. 

 Each LLH (i.e. RI, RS, S, SS, and R2opt) has a score, F. Each employed bee or onlooker bee selects a LLH based on the F 

score (lines 10 and 22 in Algorithm I). The computation of F is shown in Eq. (7). The LLH with the largest F score is selected. 

After performing a neighbourhood search, the F score of the selected LLH is updated using Eq. (7) (lines 18 and 30 in 

Algorithm I).   

 As MCF-ABC is implemented using HyFlex and HyFlex uses the execution time as the main factor in comparison studies, 

the stopping criterion of MCF-ABC is adapted such that it is based on the execution time as well. In other words, the algorithm 

is executed for a maximum amount of time, in this case, denoted by tmax, as shown in line 8 in Algorithm I. Note that tmax is 

determined by a benchmarking software obtained from the CHeSC website [25]. The benchmarking software is able to test the 

speed of the machine which performs the operations involved in iterative hyper-heuristics for combinatorial optimization. It 

determines the maximum length of the execution time of a particular machine to run a particular algorithm. 

 As for the solution (food source) abandonment criterion, MCF-ABC applies the same mechanism as proposed in the 

original ABC algorithm by Karaboga [3]. If a particular solution (i.e. food source) has not been improved after the limit trials, it 

is abandoned. The employed bee associated to the abandoned food source becomes a scout bee, and it goes to source for a new 

food source (i.e. solution) at random. The scout bee uses the initialization procedure provided by HyFlex to generate a new 

solution (line 34 in Algorithm I). 
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Algorithm I: Pseudo code of the MCF-ABC model. 

1 Procedure MCF-ABC() 

//initialization 

2 Initialize maxIteration & popsize 

3 limit = popSize / 2 x dim 

4 for i = 1 to popSize/2 

5 foodSource[i] = initializeSolutions() 

6 foodSource[i].counter = 0 

7 end for 

8 while not reaching maxIteration do 

 //Employed bee phase 

9 for i = 1 to popSize/2  

10 selectedLLH = selectLLH_BasedOnMCF()  

11 newSol = neighbourSeach(foodSource[i], selectedLLH) 

12 if getFitness(newSol) < getFitness(foodSource[i]) 

13 foodSource[i] = newSol 

14 foodSource[i].counter = 0 

15 else 

16 foodSource[i].counter++  

17 end if 

18 updateChoiceFunction(selectedLLH) //eq. (7) 

19 end for 

//Onlooker bee phase 

20 for i = 1 to popSize/2  

21 k = selectSolBasedOnRW(foodSource) 

22 selectedLLH = selectLLH_BasedOnMCF() 

23 newSol = neighbourSeach(foodSource[k], selectedLLH) 

24 if getFitness(newSol) < getFitness(foodSource[k]) 

25 foodSource[k] = newSol 

26 foodSource[i].counter = 0 

27 else 

28  foodSource[i].counter++ 

29 end if 

30 updateChoiceFunction(selectedLLH) //eq. (7) 

31 end for 

//Scout bee phase 

32 for i = 1 to popSize/2  

33 if foodSource[i].counter > foodSource[i].limit 

34  foodSource[i] = initializeSolutions() 

35 foodSource[i].counter = 0 

36 end if 

37 end for 

38  end while 

39 end Procedure 

IV. Results and Discussion 

 The experimental setting, experimental results, and comparison studies are presented in this section. 

A. Experimental Setting and Results 

 All experiments were conducted using a computer with multiple Intel i7-3930K 3.20 GHz processors, and with 15.6GB of 

memory. At any particular time, each test was executed by one processor only.   

 The algorithm stopping criteria were set as follows. Two sets of experiments with different stopping criteria were designed 

to analyze the performance of MCF-ABC. The first stopping criterion was based on the execution time. Based on the 

benchmarking software obtained from the CHeSC website [25], tmax was set at 346 seconds for the machine used in our 

experimentation. The second stopping criterion was based on the execution iterations (i.e. 100000 iterations). 

 For both sets of experiments, two parameters of MCF-ABC were pre-determined, i.e. the population size, popSize, and the 

number of trials for improvement of a particular solution before it was abandoned, limit. For comparison purpose, the 
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parameters were set based on [3]: popSize=20 and limit=popSize/2*dim, where dim denotes the TSP dimension (i.e. number of 

cities). Since the popSize was set at 20, there would be popSize/2=10 employed bees and 10 onlooker bees. 

 MCF-ABC was executed for five replications for each of the ten TSP instance available in HyFlex. The best, average, the 

worst tour lengths and their corresponding deviation percentages, d, for each instance were recorded.  Table I shows the results 

obtained based on the time-based stopping criterion (i.e. 346 seconds), while Table II shows those based on the iteration-based 

stopping criterion (i.e. 100000 iterations). 

Table I: The MCF-ABC performance on ten TSP instances in HyFlex after an execution time of 346 seconds. 

Instances 
Best Average Worst 

Tour Length d (%) Tour Length d (%) Tour Length d (%) 

pr299 50632.90 5.07 51076.77 5.99 52006.18 6.78 

pr439 113226.73 5.61 114101.21 6.42 118307.06 7.45 

rat575 7167.15 5.82 7189.90 6.16 7430.36 6.48 

u724 44618.10 6.46 44843.00 7.00 47327.79 7.78 

rat783 9391.47 6.65 9440.72 7.21 10064.66 7.48 

pcb1173 62149.20 9.24 62443.74 9.76 68371.71 10.35 

d1291 54913.38 8.10 55352.25 8.96 58906.62 10.11 

u2152 72803.89 13.31 73547.83 14.47 77092.50 15.20 

usa13509 24628339.76 23.25 24743505.58 23.82 24840729.29 24.31 

d18512 784401.62 21.57 785913.33 21.80 787439.07 22.09 

 

Table II: The MCF-ABC performance on ten TSP instances in HyFlex after execution of 100000 iterations. 

Instances 
Best Average Worst 

Tour Length d (%) Tour Length d (%) Tour Length d (%) 

pr299 50989.99 5.81 51508.90 6.88 52006.18 7.92 

pr439 115193.44 7.44 116391.73 8.56 118307.06 10.34 

rat575 7360.49 8.67 7404.52 9.32 7430.36 9.71 

u724 46782.74 11.63 47079.93 12.34 47327.79 12.93 

rat783 9870.74 12.09 9952.97 13.02 10064.66 14.29 

pcb1173 66927.01 17.64 67678.84 18.96 68371.71 20.18 

d1291 57590.25 13.36 58319.62 14.80 58906.62 15.96 

u2152 75349.87 17.27 76246.15 18.67 77092.50 19.98 

usa13509 24628339.76 23.25 24742992.35 23.82 24840729.29 24.31 

d18512 784364.44 21.56 785768.78 21.78 787439.07 22.04 

 

B. Comparison Studies 

 The proposed MCF-ABC model was compared with five ABC variants with a single neighbourhood search heuristic. These 

five ABC-variants, namely ABC-RI, ABC-RS, ABC-S, ABC-SS, and ABC-R2opt, were implemented using HyFlex with 

identical experimental settings, in order to ensure a fair comparison. The details of these neighbourhood search heuristics, i.e. 

RI, RS, S, SS, and R2opt, can be found in Section III.   

 To compare the performance among MCF-ABC and five ABC variants, the Friedman test was conducted, with the 

following null hypothesis (H0) and alternative hypothesis (HA): H0: all these models have identical performance; HA: at least 

one model has significantly different performance from another model. The confidence interval was set at 95%. Regardless of 

the stopping criterion (i.e. whether time-based or iteration-based), when p-value ≈ 0.000 << 0.05, the null hypothesis would be 

rejected.   

 The mean ranking (the lower the better) obtained from the Friedman test for each method considered in the comparison 

study is shown in Table III. MCF-ABC and ABC-R2opt ranked the first, followed by ABC-RI, ABC-RS, ABC-S, and ABC-

SS. 

 The Wilcoxon signed ranks test was also performed to illustrate the pairwise comparisons between MCF-ABC and five 

ABC variants. The Wilcoxon signed ranks test results are presented in Table IV. 

 Based on the 95% confidence interval, Table IV indicates that MCF-ABC significantly outperforms ABC-RI, ABC-RS, 

ABC-S and ABC-SS with p-value < 0.05 and R+ > R-, and it is comparable with ABC-R2opt (i.e. p-value > 0.05), regardless of 

the stopping criterion. 
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Table III: The mean rankings of the Friedman test. 

ABC Variants 
Stopping Criterion 

Time-based Iteration-based 

MCF-ABC 1.60 1.70 

ABC-RI 3.10 3.00 

ABC-RS 3.80 4.35 

ABC-S 5.10 5.10 

ABC-SS 5.80 5.15 

ABC-R2opt 1.60 1.70 

Table IV: The Wilcoxon signed rank test results for the pairwise comparison. 

Comparison 

(MCF-ABC vs …) 

Stopping Criterion 

Time-based Iteration-based 

p-value R+ R- p-value R+ R- 

ABC-RI 0.009 53 2 0.007 54 1 

ABC-RS 0.005 55 0 0.005 55 0 

ABC-S 0.005 55 0 0.005 55 0 

ABC-SS 0.005 55 0 0.007 54 1 

ABC-R2opt 0.96 28 27 0.575 22 33 

 

 Two observations can be obtained from the comparison study. Firstly, regardless of the stopping criterion used, the overall 

performance of MCF-ABC statistically outperforms those ABC variants with RI, RS, S and SS as the neighbourhood search 

heuristics, and it is comparable with ABC-R2opt. Secondly, R2opt is most likely the best performing neighbourhood search 

heuristic among the five mutation heuristics provided in HyFlex. The results indicate the effectiveness of MCF for 

automatically selecting proper neighbourhood search heuristics for the employed and onlooker bees. 

V. Summary 

 One of the crucial components of the ABC model is the neighbourhood search, which is performed by the employed and 

onlooker bees. When ABC is used to solve combinatorial discrete optimization problems, single or multiple problem-specific 

perturbative heuristic(s) are adopted as the neighbourhood search mechanism of the employed and onlooker bees. When there 

are multiple neighbourhood search heuristics, the selection of these heuristics has a dramatic impact on the performance of the 

ABC optimization model. This article proposes the use of a hyper-heuristic method (namely MCF) to guide the selection of the 

neighbourhood search heuristics in the ABC model automatically. 

 The proposed MCF-ABC model has been implemented using the HyFlex platform and evaluated with ten TSP instances. 

Five ABC variants with single neighbourhood search heuristic have been used for comparison purposes. The outcome indicates 

that MCF-ABC is able to statistically outperform four out of five ABC variants, and is comparable with the remaining one.  

These results have been obtained using both the time-based or iteration-based stopping criteria.  In summary, it is effective to 

integrate the proposed hyper-heuristic (i.e. MCF) to aid the employed and onlooker bees in selecting an appropriate 

neighbourhood search heuristic in the ABC model automatically. 
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